Habets (silent) Heavy Duty beltconveyor rollers

Originally established in 1944, Habets has
established an enviable reputation as
a Productivity Partner for large and
heavy Industrial Components (new and
repair) and Surface Technology (thermal
spraying and others).
The fact that we offer machining
capabilities and thermal spraying under
one roof makes us a unique partner.
Habets is located in Nuth, in the South of
The Netherlands (near to Maastricht).
Habets is active on various global
markets, our main markets are:
- Steel Industry.
- On- and offshore.
- Renewable Energy.
For further Information we refer to the
attached brochures and our website
www.habets.nl.

The (silent) H.H.D. (Habets Heavy Duty) beltconveyor roller
Habets delivers various products and services for its customers in the Steel Industry
such as repair of chocks, repair of work- and back up roll shaft ends, pellet rollers and
belt conveyor pulleys and belt conveyor rollers. The last two products are delivered to
every main bulkhandling company in the euregion as well. With respect to the
environment and focusing on noise reduction Habets developed the
Silent H.H.D. belt conveyor roller ®.

The (silent) Habets Heavy Duty belt conveyor roller ® with a proven life time
performance of over 12 years in a 24/7 industrial environment maintaining a reliable
quality performance.
We are proud to state that various major companies in the
Steel industry, bulkhandling companies and various coal-fired power generating plants
made their life much easier by choosing Habets as their partner for their
(silent) H.H.D. belt conveyor roller ®. and due to this they benefit no limits in use of their
equipment.
We kindly refer you to our reference list !

The productivity will be found, but not limited to, in several areas such as:

kutzooi

>

reduction of idle production hours due to less roll replacement,

>

improved and stable capacity output,

>

less roll purchasing costs,

>

less maintenance labor costs,

>

and many more!

Rollers for beltconveyors
j

Produkt

Rollers for belt conveyors

Type

Habets Heavy Duty

Special type

Silent H.H.D. roller ®
Most bulkmaterial handling companies do know what the importance is of
reliable equipment that runs for a long time in a 24 / 7 environment
without any problems. The Habets Heavy Duty beltconveyor roller is such
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a product. Throughout Europe it is supplied to steelcompanies, coal-fired
power generating plants and bulk material handling companies like ore
mines.
For noise reduction Habets offers the by them developed
Silent Habets Heavy Duty roller ® for beltconveyors. Lots of customers
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recognized the advantages of this reliable product an apply it for years
already. On your request we are glad to explain, the advantages, more in
detail.

Your advantages:

- Long lifetime time (>12 years) in a
24 / 7 environment.
- Less maintenance costs.
- Proven performance and lifetime.
- Noise reduction from
over 100 to below 75 dB.
- Reliable during years without any
maintenance.
- Stable and silent running.
- Provided with quality bearings

